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BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
In July and August 2016, the ANA conducted a survey to get a baseline understanding of the
prevalence of e-commerce efforts by the overall ANA member community and the organizational
structures in place to support their e-commerce initiatives.
E-commerce (also referred to as electronic commerce, EC, e-business, or e-tail) refers to a wide variety
of internet-based business models. Typically, an e-commerce strategy incorporates various elements
of the marketing mix to drive users to a website for the purpose of purchasing a product or service.
E-commerce includes business-to-business, business-to-consumer, consumer-to-consumer, and
consumer-to-business sales via an online company store as well as through third-party retailers such as
Amazon or Walmart.
The growth of e-commerce has been well documented.
• E-commerce was 7.5 percent of all retail sales in the U.S. for the fourth quarter of 2015,
according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The average year-over-year growth rate from 2015
to 2016 is 1.9 percent for all retail versus 15.5 percent for e-commerce.1
• Nearly 80 percent of the U.S. population above the age of 15 has made an online purchase;
50 percent of them have made more than one.2
• Online sales in the United States are expected to reach $523 billion in the next five years,
up 56 percent from $335 billion in 2015.3
• U.S. retail e-commerce sales will hit $398.4 billion in 2016, accounting for 8.2 percent
of total retail sales. Double-digit growth in sales in 2016 and annually through 2020 would
see e-commerce’s share of overall retail sales increase 1.5 times to reach 12.6 percent.4
In total, 215 client-side marketers participated in the survey, a cross-sampling of ANA membership.
Respondents to this survey have a median of 20 years of experience in marketing, spanning sectors,
company size, and marketing spend. Approximately 40 percent of respondents focus their marketing
on B-to-C efforts, 18 percent on B-to-B marketing, and 42 percent on both B-to-B and B-to-C.
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ABOUT THE RESPONDENTS
Sampling of participating ANA member companies that agreed to be identified:
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KEY FINDINGS
• Seventy-four percent of respondents said that their company is currently conducting
e-commerce initiatives, and of those, 59 percent have dedicated e-commerce departments.
Of those who said their company is not currently engaged in e-commerce, 23 percent plan
to begin in the next two years. So within the next two years, it is predicted that more than
80 percent of ANA member companies will be conducting e-commerce initiatives.
Of those companies which are currently conducting e-commerce initiatives:
• A majority of the respondents (66 percent) are conducting more e-commerce initiatives in 2016
than in 2015.
• A total of 73 percent of respondents believe that e-commerce drives incremental sales for
their organization. However, a third of those respondents are unsure what percentage of sales
can be attributed to e-commerce.
• A majority of respondents (59 percent) have a dedicated e-commerce department.
o Thirty-four percent of those respondents have a department with more than 20 employees.
o Twenty-eight percent of those respondents have an e-commerce department that falls under
digital marketing and twenty percent have e-commerce departments that function as
stand-alone divisions within their organization.
• E-commerce departments report to the chief marketing officer most often.
o Most commonly, e-commerce falls under the purview of digital marketing, but is also often
a stand-alone division, part of integrated marketing, or part of sales.
• Fifty-six percent utilize agencies to help with e-commerce efforts, and more than half use multiple
agencies to help them design ads, create strategy, and assist with mobile and social commerce.
• Most companies are engaging in a variety of e-commerce activities: shoppable ads displayed
on social media and website banners, online store hosted on a company’s own website, mobile
e-commerce and payments, and sales via a third-party online retailer like Amazon or Walmart.
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PERSPECTIVE
The survey findings reveal that e-commerce is growing at a fast pace and will continue to grow in prevalence.
Nearly 75 percent of marketers surveyed stated that their company is currently running e-commerce
initiatives, and 66 percent of those companies are conducting more initiatives this year than in 2015.
Within the next two years, it is predicted that more than 80 percent of ANA member companies will be
conducting e-commerce initiatives.
The continued growth of e-commerce indicates that customers have come to expect an online purchasing
option. As the marketplace becomes more crowded, companies are competing to place their advertisements
in front of the right person at the right time. Overwhelmed customers prioritize ease of purchase, and
brands need to differentiate themselves via online customer service and a good user interface.
According to a recent UPS/comScore survey, 80 percent of purchases were influenced or made online.
This opportunity means companies must continue to enhance their in-store experiences with connections
between online and offline worlds. Companies like Pinterest and Instagram have experimented with
click-to-buy features to further integrate content with e-commerce. While these features have yet to
become major sales generators for brands, it is clear that the future will offer a larger array of e-commerce
options. While retailers move more operations online, some online-only retailers like Bonobos opened up
“showroom” stores for customers to try on clothes in person that would then be shipped to them.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISERS
As technology advances, marketers must follow. Augmented reality and virtual reality are already
becoming mainstream for gaming, but their potential for e-commerce remains largely untapped. Amazon’s
push-to-buy buttons offer another view of what the future of e-commerce promises; brands will need to
be more creative with product trials as purchases move toward automation. Location-tracking beacons are
already a part of the marketing mix for some brands, but geo-targeting is likely to grow as marketers look
for new ways to engage customers. Programmatic buying and the promise of addressable TV have the
capacity to drive even further growth in online purchasing, but tracking ROI across devices continues to
present challenges. Offline, shipping methods will change to keep pace with the increasing percentage
of online sales, and we are likely to see more companies try to answer the problem of delivering to houses
and apartments where no one is home.
While e-commerce is perceived to drive incremental sales, measurement of its contribution to the
bottom line lags behind. This may be due in part to a lack of communication between marketing
departments and IT or analytics departments, as well as lack of tracking infrastructure. Additionally,
marketers may be unaware of overall sales figures and departmental profit and loss.
There are many different approaches to how companies deliver on their e-commerce initiatives and how
they are supported internally and externally. E-commerce departments most commonly fall under the
purview of marketing, and the organizational structure of a company’s e-commerce department depends
upon the responsibilities assigned. Over 95 percent of e-commerce departments are involved in setting
e-commerce strategy, 77 percent are involved in e-commerce user experience, and 69 percent are involved
in e-commerce digital design. E-commerce provides marketers with a distinct opportunity for companies
to set themselves apart from competitors by making the buying process a unique customer experience.
As more sales move online, companies will need to develop sophisticated measurement systems to track
growth and benchmark against other brands. Communication between departments will become paramount
as employees and agencies become more specialized and the number of e-commerce initiatives increases.
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DETAILED FINDINGS
Prevalence
Nearly three-quarters (74 percent) of respondents stated that their company is currently conducting
e-commerce activities. However, 23 percent of those not currently engaging in e-commerce said their
company plans to roll out e-commerce efforts in the next two years.

Prevalence of companies conducting e-commerce activities
Base: 215

74%

Yes

21%

No

Not Sure

5%

Does your company currently conduct e-commerce initiatives?
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Trend Data
The majority of companies are conducting more e-commerce initiatives this year (2016) than last year (2015).
Only 3 percent of respondents indicated that their company is scaling back on e-commerce initiatives.

Growth of planned e-commerce initiatives
Base: 133

66%

More

17%

Same Number

14%

Not Sure

Fewer

3%

Is your company conducting more, fewer, or the same number of e-commerce initiatives in 2016 versus 2015?
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DETAILED FINDINGS

E-Commerce Activities
The most common type of e-commerce activity was digital and social ads — shoppable ads via digital
banners or social media commerce — followed by an online company store within a proprietary website,
mobile commerce or payments, and a third-party store within another retailer such as Target or Amazon.

Current e-commerce activities
Base: 124
Digital and social ads (shoppable ads via digital banners,
social media commerce, Buy Now ads, etc.)

69%
65%

Online company store within your own website

48%

Mobile commerce/payments
Third-party online store within another retailer
(Target, Walmart, Amazon, Diapers.com, etc.)

44%
29%

E-couponing

Auto-replenishment subscription programs

19%

What kinds of e-commerce activities is your company currently doing? Select all that apply.
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Incremental Sales via E-Commerce
A large majority of respondents (73 percent) believe that their company’s e-commerce efforts are
successful in driving incremental business.

Incremental sales via e-commerce
Base: 124

73%

Yes

Not Sure

No

16%

11%

Do you believe that e-commerce is driving incremental business for your organization?
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DETAILED FINDINGS

E-Commerce Sales Attribution
A large majority of respondents (73 percent) believe that e-commerce does drive revenue for their
company (from incremental sales via e-commerce on page 11). However, nearly a third are not sure
how much e-commerce contributes to overall sales. Of those respondents confident in attributing sales
to e-commerce efforts, 43 percent believe it drives between 1 and 10 percent of sales.

Percentage of overall sales attributable to e-commerce
Base: 126

30%
26%
17%

4%

6%

7%
2%

2%

1%

2%

0%

1%

2%

What percentage of sales for the company, brand, or division that you manage would you attribute to e-commerce?
(Estimation is acceptable.)

Note: Charts may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
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1%

DETAILED FINDINGS

E-Commerce Reporting Structure
Approximately half of respondents whose companies have an e-commerce department indicated that
that department reports to the organization’s chief marketing officer. Fifteen percent of e-commerce
departments report to the head of sales, followed by the CEO and the chief technology officer.

E-Commerce reporting structure
Base: 74

47%

15%
10%

Chief Marketing
Officer

Head of Sales

Chief Executive Chief Technology
Officer
Officer

Who does the head of e-commerce in your company report to?
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8%

7%

Not Sure

Chief Information
Officer

5%
Chief Digital
Officer

DETAILED FINDINGS

Organizational Structure: E-Commerce Department
A total of 59 percent of the companies engaged in e-commerce activities indicated that their company
structure includes an e-commerce department.

Respondent companies with an e-commerce department
Base: 167

59%

Yes

30%

No

Not Sure

11%

Does your company currently have an e-commerce department?
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Establishment of E-Commerce Department
Thirty-nine percent of respondents stated that their company formed an e-commerce department within
the last five years, while 49 percent indicated their company’s e-commerce departments were formed
between five and more than 20 years ago.

Establishment of e-commerce department
Base: 97

6%

Less than 1 year

18%

1–3 years

15%

3–5 years

22%

5–10 years

16%

10–15 years

7%

15–20 years
More than 20 years
Not Sure

How long has your company had an e-commerce department?

Note: Charts may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
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4%
13%

DETAILED FINDINGS

Growth of E-Commerce Departments
Respondents indicated that their company’s e-commerce departments varied in size, but one-third
(34 percent) have more than 20 people.

Current e-commerce department size
Base: 95

34%

19%

21%
17%
10%

1–5 Employees

6–10 Employees

How large is your e-commerce department?

Note: Charts may not add to 100 percent due to rounding.
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10–20 Employees

More than 20
Employees

Not Sure

DETAILED FINDINGS

Organizational Structure Alignment
Respondents indicated that there is no “one size fits all” approach to e-commerce organizational structure.
Most commonly, e-commerce responsibilities fall under the purview of digital marketing. When asked to
describe the organizational structure that supports e-commerce activities, respondents said “e-commerce
is part of IT or digital marketing depending upon function,” and “traditionally, e-commerce has been part
of IT, but we are in the process of reorganizing it so the website and online transactions remain in IT and
digital advertising will be moved to marketing.”
One respondent said “We have a VP of e-commerce with several direct reports for asset management,
marketing, and sales.” Another respondent said “Our e-commerce team has two people dedicated to
Amazon and a branding team to support e-commerce channels.”

How e-commerce aligns with company structure
Base: 83

Part of Media

1%
7%

Part of Brand Management

17%

Part of Integrated Marketing

28%

Part of Digital Marketing
Part of Shopper Marketing

4%
21%

Stand-alone Division

8%

Part of IT

12%

Part of Sales
Not Sure

2%

Is your company’s e-commerce department a stand-alone division or part of another division within your company?
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Departmental Responsibilities
In-house e-commerce departments cover a range of responsibilities for their companies. Ninety-five
percent are involved with setting e-commerce strategy and 77 percent are responsible for e-commerce
user experience. Only 36 percent of respondents indicated that their e-commerce departments are
involved in sales via a third-party retailer like Amazon or Walmart.

Current responsibilities of e-commerce department
Base: 83

95%

E-Commerce Strategy

77%

E-Commerce User Experience Design

70%

E-Commerce Technology

69%

E-Commerce Design (ads, sites, apps, etc.)

68%

Mobile Commerce (apps)

64%

Building E-Commerce Websites and Apps

51%

System Integration

49%

Sales via Online Company Store
Social Commerce (digital)

40%

Agency Management

36%

Sales via Third-Party Retailer

36%

What the current responsibilities of the e-commerce department within your organization? Select all that apply.
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Agency Participation
The majority of respondents whose companies engage in e-commerce (56 percent) also engage agencies
to participate in these efforts.

Agency participation in e-commerce efforts
Base: 132

Yes

56%

Not Sure

21%

20%

No

We Don't Currently
Work with Agencies

3%

Does your agency participate in your e-commerce efforts?
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Multiple Agency Support
Of those who engage agencies for e-commerce support, over half use a combination of different agencies
to fulfill various e-commerce requirements.
In some of the verbatim answers, respondents described using a “brand agency (creative) and media
agency for planning and negotiations,” and a “digital agency to work on the landing environments, a media
agency to work on the ad placement, and a creative agency to work on the online advertising executions.”
Another respondent noted, “the media agency is [the] lead in upper- to mid-funnel activities, with digital
agency getting handoff for direct response initiatives.” Some respondents said that they have agencies
dedicated to “content, systems, distribution of materials, and collection of revenues,” or use an “integrated
team incorporating shopper and media specialists.”

Type of agency participation in e-commerce efforts
Base: 70

Combination of
Multiple Agencies

54%

20%

Digital Agency

Media Agency

Brand Agency

16%

10%

What type of agency do you work with to support your e-commerce efforts?

Note: None of the respondents indicated that their company worked with a promotion agency or a shopper agency as part of
their e-commerce efforts.
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Agency-Supported Activities
Agencies support companies with a wide range of e-commerce activities. Of companies which use an
agency for e-commerce support, 79 percent use an agency to assist with e-commerce design such as
ads, sites, and apps. Sixty-one percent use agencies to set e-commerce strategy, 56 percent use agencies
for mobile commerce, 52 percent use agencies for social commerce, and 50 percent use agencies for
e-commerce user experience design.

E-Commerce activities with agency support
Base: 66

79%

E-Commerce Design (ads, sites, apps, etc.)

61%

E-Commerce Strategy

56%

Mobile Commerce (apps)

52%

Social Commerce

50%

E-Commerce User Experience Design

42%

Building E-Commerce Websites and Apps

33%

E-Commerce Technology

24%

System Integration

23%

Sales via Third-Party Retailers

18%

Sales via Online Company Store
Other (please specify)

3%

Please check all e-commerce-related areas that your agency or agencies play a role in.
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About The ANA
The ANA (Association of National Advertisers) makes a difference for individuals, brands, and the industry by
advancing the interests of marketers and promoting and protecting the well-being of the marketing community.
Founded in 1910, the ANA provides leadership that advances marketing excellence and shapes the future of
the industry. The ANA’s membership includes more than 1,000 companies representing 15,000 brands that
collectively spend or support more than $250 billion in marketing and advertising annually. The membership
is comprised of more than 700 client-side marketers and nearly 300 associate members, which include
leading agencies, law firms, suppliers, consultants, and vendors. Further enriching the ecosystem is the work
of the nonprofit Advertising Educational Foundation (AEF), an ANA subsidiary. The AEF’s mission is to
enhance the understanding of advertising and marketing within the academic and marketing communities.
For more information, visit www.ana.net, follow us on Twitter at @ANAMarketers,
or join us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/ANA.
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